Case Study
Discover how TripActions is able to efficiently
remediate software risks throughout the SDLC

About
TripActions is a corporate travel, card and expense management
company with over 2,500 employees and 8,000 corporate customers

worldwide. The company’s platform empowers its customers to
seamlessly manage business travel, corporate cards and expenses

Website
https://tripactions.com/

has grown rapidly, reaching a valuation of $7.25 billion in October of

Industry
Travel management,
expense management
for businesses.

using AI-driven technologies. Since its inception in 2015, the company
2021.

The Application Security team at TripActions is engaged in managing

the complete SDLC pipeline and ensuring all relevant processes are
correctly implemented, followed and calibrated. The key objectives for
the team include increasing automation throughout the development
cycle as well as empowering a Shift Left approach of the engineering
team to detect and resolve issues early in the SDLC.

Challenges
TripActions’ former solution for managing the complete SDLC pipeline
made it difficult to assess risk at scale. With hundreds of pull requests
every week, the AppSec team was often encumbered with information

and uncertain of whether the right risks had been identified and
remediated. There were not enough security cycles to continuously

keep up with all of the engineering teams in the organization.
Prioritization of which teams and/or projects to support was often
difficult and meant that some potentially significant risks may not have
received enough attention.

Employees
2,100

Solution
Apiiro highlights risky areas in the product and quantifies them so that specific
issues can be cataloged and prioritized accordingly. Through its software inventory,
Apiiro provides visibility to potentially risky behavior throughout the SDLC. Apiiro
alerts the AppSec team upon a risky PR or a code merge, which helps to decrease
the time to remediate and cut down the backlog of material changes. Apiiro
merges data from other tools so that it can be more easily segmented and
organized in order to use context and make risk-based security decisions.

“Apiiro recognizes and classiﬁes risks
in a way I have not seen any other company do”
Tarik Ghbeish, Manager of Application Security at TripActions

Results
Apiiro enables TripActions to clearly identify material changes that may
create risk
Apiiro context-driven alerts allow the AppSec team to review thousands
of pull requests every week and automatically identify risky changes across
all repositories
Apiiro discovers elements that were previously unfeasible to gain visibility
to at scale such as API keys, secrets in code, sensitive data and much more
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